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In this paper we describe a fast algorithm for counting the number of roots of
complex polynomials in the open unit disk, classically called the SchurCohn
problem. For degree d polynomials our bound is of order d log2 d in terms of field
operations and comparisons, but our approach nicely allow us to integrate the bit
size as a further complexity parameter as well. For bit size _ of input polynomials
of Z[X] our running time is of order d 2_ } log(d_) } log log(d_) } log(d ) in the multi-
tape Turing machine model, thus improving all previously proposed approaches.
 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The object of the SchurCohn problem is to find the number of roots of a
complex polynomial in the open unit disk D=[z # C[X] : |z|<1], each root
being counted with its multiplicity. Due to its nature, the task in question
belongs to the more general context of algorithmic approaches to root isolation,
real root counting, and real quantifier elimination that have received much
attention in recent years (see for instance the survey by [13]). It is also
motivated by stability questions of discrete dynamical systems.
The classical approach by Schur [19] and Cohn [2], going back to the
early twenties, shows up two essential shortcomings. On the one hand the
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algorithm does only work on ‘‘sufficiently general’’ input polynomials failing
in certain degenerate cases, and on the other hand all computation is done
in a naive way leading to an exponential coefficient swell. The algorithm we
are going to present in this paper will not suffer from any of these deficiencies,
and moreover it will have a significantly improved running time.
The SchurCohn algorithm and its homologue for the half plane, the
algorithm of Routh and Hurwitz, as well as the classical Sturm root count-
ing on the real line both follow the same blueprint: construction of degree
descending chains of polynomials, evaluation of these polynomials in certain
points, and counting sign changes of the resulting values. This chain is essen-
tially a Euclidean remainder sequence in the Sturm situation, and as is well
known, the remainders may be replaced by the proportional subresultant
polynomials introduced by Collins in the sixties [3], thereby getting a good
control on the growth of coefficients via Hadamard’s determinant inequality.
Mutatis mutandis, Saux Picart translated this subresultant approach to
the SchurCohn situation, replacing the successive SCHUR-transforms by
the so called SchurCohn-subtransforms ([15], see also Section 2).
Moreover, rather than the original Schur-transforms the chain of Schur
Cohn-subtransforms allows to treat irregular degree descents as well, and
has thus no exceptional failure cases, a phenomenon that is not present
within the Euclidean Sturm sequence scenario.
Already in the early seventies Scho nhage [16], after previous work by
Knuth [8], put into effective use the close relationship between Euclidean
remainder sequences and continued fractions yielding a O(d log2 d ) algo-
rithm for the computation of polynomial GCDs in terms of arithmetic
operations and comparisons (the translation from the integer to the poly-
nomial setting is due to Moenck [11]). However, the technically more
intricate question to whether this approach combines well with the theory
of subresultant remained open for quite a time, and has been answered in
the affirmative just recently by Lickteig and Roy [10] and independently
by Reischert [12].
In this paper we carry over this divide-and-conquer algorithmic design
to the SchurCohn setting. In doing so, we introduce a symmetric
‘‘Euclidean’’ division of polynomials which constitutes our key technical
term.
2. SCHUR-TRANSFORM AND SCHURCOHN-SUBTRANSFORM
2.1. Schur-Transform
Let P=adXd+ } } } +a0 be a complex polynomial with ad a0 {0,
P*=XdP(1X)=a0Xd+ } } } +ad his reciprocal, and let *P denote the
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number of roots of P in the open unit disk D=[z # C[X] : |z|<1].
The first Schur-transform of p is defined as TP=a0P&ad P*. It is clear
from the definition that |P(z)|=|P*(z)| for z on the unit circle C=
[z # C : |z|=1]. If TP(0)>0 (which implies |a0 P(z)|>|&adP*(z)| for
z # C) then *P=*TP. This follows from Rouche’s theorem applied to
a0 P(z) and to &ad P*(z). Analogously, if TP(0)<0, then *P=*TP*=
d&*TP. Thus, we can iterate the process and successively compare *P
with *T iP=*T(T i&1P) (id ) as long as no T iP(0) vanishes. When this
never happens, the last Schur-transform of P is constant and we deduce
easily *P; otherwise the algorithm fails (it’s a defective case). For a
complete description of this elementary method, we refer the reader to [6].
2.2. SchurCohn-Subtransform
For the couple (P, P*) of polynomials in C[X] and 1 jd, let the jth
Sylvester matrix Sylj (P, P*) of (P, P*), be the matrix the rows of which are
the coefficient vectors of the polynomials
P, XP, ..., X j&2P, X j&1P, P*, XP*, ..., X j&2P*, X j&1P*
with respect to the monomial basis
1, X, ..., Xd+ j&2, Xd+ j&1.
This matrix has 2j rows and d+ j columns. If
P=adXd+ad&1X d&1+ad&2Xd&2+ } } } +a0 ,
P*=a 0Xd+a 1Xd&1+a 2Xd&2+ } } } +a d
Then Sylj (P, P*) has the shape
Sylj (P, P*)=\
a0 } } } } } } } } } } } } ad
+
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . = ja0 } } } } } } } } } } } } ad
a d } } } } } } } } } } } } a 0
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . = ja d } } } } } } a d&j+1 } } } a 0
d+j
and is a submatrix of the full Sylvester matrix Syld (P, P*).
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For l=0, ..., d& j, let Sylj, l=Sylj, l(P, P*) be the square matrix of
dimension 2j_2j obtained by taking the columns of 1, ..., X j&1, X j+l,
Xd+1, ..., X d+ j of Syl j .
The sequence of the SchurCohn-subtransforms (SCST-sequence for
short)
S0=S0(P), ..., Sd=Sd (P)
is defined as
v S0=P,
v Sj (P)=d& jl=0 det(Sylj, l) X
l, if 1 jd.
Next we recall some results concerning this sequence [15]. For an
univariate polynomial Q, we denote by v(Q) the vanishing order of Q in 0.
We will also say that Q is defective if v(TQ){0 and non-defective if
v(TQ)=0. In the defective case we indicate the order by writing v-defective
where v=v(TQ). For the particular case of a SCST polynomial S j ,
j # [0, ..., d], we remark that if Sj is v-defective then v(S j+1)=v and,
det Sj+1=d& j&v.
Theorem 2.1 [15]. If S0 is non-defective, then S1=TP, S2=T(S1) and
for all i=3, ..., d, whenever Si&2 is non-defective, we have
Si&2(0) Si=T(Si&1).
Moreover, for i=2, 3, ..., d&1, and j=1, 2, ..., d&i, if Si&1 is non-defective,
we have
Sj (Si)=Si&1(0) j Si (0) j&1 Si+1 ,
where Sj (S i) is the jth polynomial in the SCST-sequence for S i .
Let us denote &(u1 , ..., un) the number of sign changes in a sequence of
real non zero numbers u1 , ..., un . If no Sl(0) vanishes for 0il jd,
we will write &i, j=&(S i (0), ..., Sj (0)) and &0, j=&(1, S1(0), ..., Sj (0)). There-
fore we have
*P=&0, d
if none of the Sl(0) vanishes.
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Theorem 2.2 [15]. Let P # C[X] be a v-defective polynomial and let
TP=bd&vXd&v+ } } } +bvX v, (bv {0). Then we have the following results:
S1=TP;
for k=2, ..., 2v&1, Sk #0;
S2v=(&1)v b v |bv |2(v&1)
TP
X v
.
And, finally, for l=1, ..., d&2v,
S2v+l=
(&1)v+l
|bv | 2v(2l&1)
Sl(Q),
where
Q=\&uX +
v
_ |bv |2v P*+TP \bvd&v A*X v &b vd&vAX+&
with A denoting the pseudo-quotient of P* by XTP. Here Q is considered of
degree exactly d&2v.
Remark 2.3. Let Sj be a v-defective polynomial in the SCST-sequence
of P. The two above theorems imply that
Sj (0)2v&1 } S j+2v=(&1)v cfv(S j+1) |cfv(Sj+1)|2(v&1)
Sj+1
X v
,
where cfv(Sj+1) is the coefficient of degree v of S j+1 .
Let us recall that the last non zero polynomial of the SCST-sequence of
P is a GCD of P and P*. We may assume without loss of generality, that
GCD (P, P*)=1 and that P is monic (see [15] for the reduction to this
case).
Theorem 2.4 [15]. Let P # C[X] of degree d such that GCD
(P, P*)=1. We consider the SCST-sequence for P, and we suppose that Sk
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is (vk)-defective, for some k=k1 , k2 , ..., ks where k10, k i+1>ki+2vki and
d>ks+2vks . Let us write ks+1=d and &i, i=0. Then,
*P=&0, k1+ :
s
i=1
(vki+&ki+2vki , ki+1).
3. SYMMETRIC DIVISION AND SYMMETRIC QUOTIENT
SEQUENCE
3.1. Symmetric Division
As we can see in the definition of the polynomial Q (Theorem 2.2), a new
type of ‘‘Euclidean division’’ between polynomial will play a role.
Proposition 3.1. Let A and B be polynomials in C[X] of degree dA and
dB . Let us assume that d A>d B where d A=dA&v(A) and d B=dB&v(B).
We define the number : as :=w(d A&d B+1)2x.
Then, there exist Q and R in C[X] such that
A
X v(A)
=Q
B
X v(B)
+X:R
and the condition dR<d B make the pair (Q, R) unique.
Definition 3.2. This relation defines the symmetric division of A and B.
Q and R are called the symmetric quotient and remainder. We will denote
them by Q=squo(A, B) and R=srem(A, B).
The proof of the existence and uniqueness of such symmetric quotient
and remainder is analogous to the one in the Euclidean division case and
will therefore be omitted.
Remark 3.3. The symmetric quotient, Q of A and B can be constructed
by two Euclidean division. Let Q1 be the quotient of A and X :&v(B)B and
let Q2 be the quotient of the division following the increasing powers of A
and B up to the order :, then Q=Q1+X:Q2 .
Actually, we will stay within the polynomial setting; however, the reader
will have no difficulty to see the connection with Laurent polynomials.
3.2. Symmetric Quotient Sequence
As in the case of Euclidean division, we can define the symmetric remainder
sequence R0 , R1 , ..., Rw attached to the polynomials A and B,
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R0=A
R1=B
R2=srem(R0 , R1)
b
Ri+1=srem(Ri&1 , Ri)
b
Rw+1=srem(Rw&1 , Rw)=0.
We will also need the symmetric quotient sequence, Qi=Qi (U, V), defined
by
Q1=squo(R0 , R1)
Q2=squo(R1 , R2)
b
Qw=squo(Rw&1 , Rw).
Let us fix some notation. We denote by di the degree of Ri and by v(Ri)
its vanishing order, and d i :=di&v(Ri), for i>0. Furthermore denote by =i
the rest modulo 2 of the number d i&d i&1 and introduce the number :i as
being
:i :=\d i&1&d i+12 =d
 i&1&d i
2
+
= i
2
with :=0.
Finally, we put 2i := i&1j=1 : i+
i&1
j=0 v(Rj)=
d 0&d i&1
2 +
1
2 
i&1
j=1 =j+
i&1
j=0
v(Rj) for i>1, 20 :=0 and 21 :=v(R0). By induction it is easy to verify that
X2i+1R i+1=X:i&1+v(Ri)(X 2i&1R i&1)&QiX 2iRi .
Therefore we have for all i from 1 to w&1,
\ X
2iR i
X2i+1Ri+1+=\
0
X:i&1+v(Ri)
1
&Qi+ } \
X2i&1Ri&1
X2iRi + .
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Thus
\ X
2iR i
X2i+1Ri+1+=Mi (A, B) } \
X20R0
X 21R1+ ,
where Mi=Mi (A, B) # C[X]2_2 is the resulting 2_2 matrix product
Mi=\Ui&1Ui
Vi&1
V i +
=\ 0X:i&1+v(Ri)
1
&Qi + } } } \
0
X:1+v(R2)
1
&Q2+ } \
0
X v(R1)
1
&Q1+ .
We call this matrix, the ith transition matrix attached to R0 and R1 .
A simple inductive proof show us that deg Ui=d1&d i and deg Vi=d 0&d i .
3.3. Fast Computation of the Symmetric Quotient Sequence
The essential remark is that in order to compute squo(A, B), we only
need at most the :+1 top monomials and the : tail monomials of A and
B, the other monomials being irrelevant for the computation of the sym-
metric quotient. More generally, to compute certain initial quotients of the
sequence of symmetric quotients built from R0 and R1 as above, we only
need certain monomials of highest and lowest degree of R0 and R1 .
Example 3.4. Let A :=x12+4x11+9x10+ } } } +5x2+ &x+5 and
B :=x11&5 V x10+ } } } &2 V x2+2x&1 two polynomials. Assume that
A :=x12+4x11+9x10+5x2+&x+5 and B :=x11&5 V x10&2 V x2+
2x&1, then the first two symmetric quotients of (A, B) and of (A , B ) are
equal (Q1=x&5 and Q2= 114x&
1
10).
Now we are going to specify this idea.
Let us define a number l such that dd Ad Bl0. Let r be the
number of symmetric divisions to be performed such that after the next
division the degree of the remainder will become smaller or equal than l
(r~ r+1>lr~ r+2). We consider a further number m such that dm0 and
a further couple of polynomials A and B such that deg(A&A )d&m,
v(A&A )m, deg(B&B )d&m, and v(B&B )m. If we assume now
m2r , we can define for i=1, ..., r polynomials R i
t
and Ri+1
t
by
\ X
2iRi
t
X2i+1Ri+1
t +=Mi (A, B) } \ AX 21B + .
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Analogously as in Lemma 2 and Proposition 2 of [10], we have:
Proposition 3.5. If r>0, then for i=0, ..., r,
v(Ri&Ri
t
)m&2im&2r0,
deg(Ri&Ri
t
)2dA&d i&m&2i<2d&l&m&2r2d&l&2m.
If moreover 2d&l&2ml, then the first r quotients of the symmetric quotient
sequence of A and B, and the ones of A and B coincide.
This proposition allows a recursive process to compute the symmetric
quotient sequence of two polynomials. Indeed, in order to compute the
symmetric quotient sequence of A and B (ddeg Adeg B), we begin to
choose m=w d4x and then define A and B like before, we deduce l
associated to m (see Proposition 3.5) and thus we compute the first r sym-
metric quotients of A and B with A and B . We go back to our initial case
by computing Mr(A , B )=Mr(A, B) and therefore Rr and Rr+1 . We iterate
the same process with (A , B ), and with (Rr , Rr+1).
At the end of this algorithm, we obtain all the symmetric quotient
sequence and the last non-zero remainder.
Theorem 3.6. The symmetric quotient sequence (and the last non-zero
remainder) of two polynomials R0 and R1 (dd 0>d 1) can be computed with
a total number of O(M(d ) log d ) arithmetic operations in C, where M(d )
denotes the bound for the used multiplication of two polynomials of degree
smaller than d, M(d )=O(d log d ) for complex polynomials.
The proof of Theorem 3.6 is similar to that of Theorem 4 in [10].
4. FAST COMPUTATION OF SCHURCOHN-SUB-TRANSFORMS
Now we are going to show how we can apply the method described in
the previous section to the computation of the SCST sequence.
Remark 4.1. Let 71j =7
1
j (P, P*) be the 2j_( j&1) east block of the
matrix Sylj of the columns of 1, X, ..., X j&2, and 72j =7
2
j (P, P*) the 2j_j
west block of the matrix Sylj of the columns of Xd, Xd+1, ..., Xd+ j&1. The
matrices 71j and 7
2
j define a linear form _ j=_ j (P, P*) by _ j (!)=
det(71j , !, 7
2
j ) for ! # C
2j which is orthogonal to these columns. The coef-
ficient cf&(Sj) of X & in Sj are the values of _ j on the X j&1+&-column. There-
fore,
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Sj= :
d& j
l=0
det(Syl j, l) X l= :
d
l=&j+1
det(Syl j, l) Xl,
X j&1Sj= :
d
l=&j+1
det(Sylj, l) X j&1+l
= :
j&1
r=0
uj, r } PX r+ :
2j&1
r= j
u j, r } P*X r& j
=\ :
j&1
r=0
u j, rX r+ } P+\ :
2j&1
r= j
uj, rX r& j+ } P*
=Uj } P+Vj } P*,
where the coefficients uj, r=uj, r(P, P*) for r< j, and jr2j&1 in the
polynomials Uj=Uj (P, P*) and Vj=Vj (P, P*) # C[X] are the maximal
minors of (71j , 7
2
j ) defined as follows: u j, r=(&1)
j+r+1 det(Uj, r) where the
(2j&1)_(2j&1) matrix Uj, r is composed by the 2j_(2j&1) matrix
(71j , 7
2
j ) without its (r+1)st row.
Let us now write R=&srem(Sj , Sj+1) and Q=squo(Sj , Sj+1) (we con-
sider the signed symmetric remainder to make easier the simplification in
the end of this section).
Remark 4.2. If Sj is non-defective, we have deg Q=1 and deg Q=2v if
Sj is v-defective; in the both cases, lc(Q)=lc(Sj)lc(Sj+1) and the trailing
coefficient of Q, tc(Q)=tc(Sj)tc(Sj+1).
Lemma 4.3. Assume that S j is v-defective. Then these exists (U, V) #
C[X]2 of degree  j+2v such that
X j+2vR=UP+VP*
with lc(V)=&(lc(Sj)lc(Sj+1)) } S j (0).
Proof. By Remark 4.1 there exists (Uj , Vj , Uj+1 , Vj+1) # C[X]4 such
that
X jS j+1=X j+v
S j+1
X v
=Uj+1P+Vj+1P*, (1)
X j&1Sj=U jP+VjP*, (2)
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and cfj (Vj+1)=(&1) j+1+r+1 det(Uj+1, r) with r=2j+1,
a0 } } } aj&1 1
. . . b b . . . = j+1a0 b . . .det(Uj+1, 2j+1)= } 0 ad&j } } } } } } 1 } .1 } } } a d&j+1 a 0. . . b b . . . = j1 a j&1 } } } a 0 0
j j+1
We develop this determinant by the last (2j+1)st column and the ( j+1)th
row and we obtain
cfj (Vj+1)=lc(Vj+1)=&Sj (0){0.
Moreover R=&srem(Sj , Sj+1), that is,
XvR=Q
Sj+1
Xv
+Sj , with deg R<d& j&2v (3)
since :=w d& j&v&v&(d& j)2 x=v (using the notion of Proposition 3.1).
Combining the three above Eqs. (1), (2), and (3) we obtain the asserted
statement. Indeed,
X j+2vR=(QUj+1+Xv+1Uj) P+(QVj+1+Xv+1Vj) P*
=UP+VP*,
and since deg Vj+1= j, we have deg V= j+2v and finally,
lc(V)=&
lc(Sj)
lc(Sj+1)
} Sj (0).
We observe too that deg U j+2v. K
Theorem 4.4. Let j # [0, ..., d&1] with Sj a v-defective polynomial in
the SCST sequence and R=&srem(Sj , Sj+1). We have
lc(Sj) } Sj (0) } Sj+2v+1=lc(Sj+1) } Sj+2v(0) } R.
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Proof.
Sylj+2v+1=\
a0 } } } } } } } } } } } } 1
+
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . = j+2v+1a0 } } } } } } } } } } } } 1
1 } } } } } } } } } } } } a 0
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . = j+2v+1.1 } } } } } } } } } } } } a 0
d+j+2v+1
We recall that
v Sj+2v+1=d&( j+2v+1)l=0 det(Sylj+2v+1, l) X
l,
v R=&srem(Sj , Sj+1) with deg R<d& j&2v.
By the previous Lemma 4.3, we know that X j+2vR is a C[X]-linear
combination of P and P*. So, we may replace the last row of Sylj+2v+1 by
X j+2vR. The new matrix has the shape
Therefore, for l=0, ..., d&( j+2v+1), det(Sylj+2v+1, l) is equal to
(&1) j+2v
1c(V )
a0 } } } aj+2v&1 aj+2v+l 1
.
. . . b b b . . .
a0 b b
. . .
0 al ad&j&2v } } } } } } 1
1 } } } a d&j&2v+1 ad&j&2v& l a 0
. . . b b b . . .
1 ad& l +1 a j+2v&1 } } } a 0 0
0 cfl (R) 0 } } } 0 0
j+2v j+2v+1
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So if we develop this determinants for l=0, ..., d&( j+2v+1) by the last
row, we obtain
Sj+2v+1=
1
lc(V)
} (&1) j+2v+1 (&1)2( j+2v+1)+ j+2v+1 S j+2v(0) } R
hence, since lc(V)=& lc(Sj)lc(Sj+1) } Sj (0)
lc(Sj) } Sj (0) } Sj+2v+1=lc(Sj+1) } S j+2v(0) } R. K
Remark 4.5. As a consequence, when S j is non-defective we have
lc(Sj) } Sj (0) } Sj+2=lc(Sj+1) } S j+1(0) } R.
These results give us a new point of view concerning the sequence of the
SCST: in fact, this sequence is proportional to the sequence of the sym-
metric remainders constructed with P and TP. This fact shows a deeper
parallelism between the Euclidean and the SchurCohn algorithms: both of
them compute a sequence of remainders. This parallelism was already
studied in the literature: Barnett [1], for example, presented the Schur
Cohn algorithm, in its basic version, as a way to compute the GCD of
polynomials.
Now we can present our main result.
Theorem 4.6. Given a polynomial P # C[X] with deg P=d, we can
compute the number of roots of P in the unit circle by the formula of
Theorem 2.4, with a total number of arithmetic operations and equality com-
parisons O(M(d ) log(d )); if we use the FFT, O(d log2 d ).
Proof. In order to compute *P, we need the sequence of the S i (0). Let
us assume that we have already computed the sequence of the symmetric
quotients Qi starting with S0=P and S1=TP by the algorithm presented
in 3.6 (computation done in a total number of O(M(d ) log d ) arithmetic
operations in C). Then it is easy to recover the sequence of SCST, inverting
the transition matrices, by the process
\Sd&1Sd +=\
Qd
1
&1
0 + } \
Sd
0 +
b
\ Sj+2vSj+2v+1+=\
Qj+2v+1
1
tc(Qj+2v+1) lc(Qj+2v+1) X
0 + } \
Sj+2v+1
Sj+2v+2 +
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\
Sj
Sj+1
X v +=\
Q j+1
t+1 j
1
t j+1
(&1)v+1 |tc(Q j+1)| 2v lc(Q j+1) X v
0 + } \ S j+2vSj+2v+1+
b
\S0S1+=\
Q1
1
&tc(Q1) lc(Q1) X
0 + } \
S1
S2+ ,
where tj+1 is the coefficient of Remark 2.3 and Qi=lc(Si) } tc(Si) }
squo(Si&1 , Si) for all i such that squo(S i&1 , S i){0 and squo(S i , S i+1){0.
From this sequence, we have immediately the evaluation in 0 of Sk for all
k such that vk {0. This last computation is done in linear time over d.
Hence we have the result. K
We can appreciate the improvement in comparison with the bound given
in [15]: in the case of C, it was in O(d 2) arithmetic operations.
In the following, we give a more precise bound of our algorithm in the
particular case of integer polynomials.
Proposition 4.7 [17]. Multiplication of two integer polynomials of
degrees at most d and (coefficient) bit size bounded by _log(d+1)+2 is
possible on a multi-tape Turing machine in time (number of bit operations)
M(d, _)=O(d_ log(d_) log log(d_)).
We assume now that P is an integer polynomial with bit size bounded by {.
First we remark that in this case our modified symmetric division for
the computation of the SchurCohn-sub-transforms is exact, and that
Hadamard ’s bound implies that all the determinant, determinantal polyno-
mials associated to (P, P*) in Remark 4.1, Lemma 4.3, Theorem 4.4, have bit
size bounded by s=O(d_). Thus we deduce the following theorem.
Theorem 4.8. We can compute the number of roots in the open unit disk
of an integer polynomial of a degree d of bit size bounded by _ on a multi-
tape Turing machine in time
O(M(d, s) log(d ))=O(d 2_ log(d_) log log(d_) log(d )).
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5. FINAL REMARK
In this article we have restricted ourselves to the complex polynomials
case, but it’s possible to extend this method to polynomials with coef-
ficients in a ring provided with an isomorphic involution like the conjuga-
tion in C. For example, our algorithm support specialisation process in
order to study polynomials depending on parameters.
The link between the SchurCohn algorithm and hermitian forms has
been studied in detail: the computation of *P is equivalent to the com-
putation of the signature of an hermitian Toeplitz matrix (see, for example,
[4, 7]). A new algorithm to compute a signature of such a matrix in
O(d log2 d ) arithmetic operations shall be design in a further work.
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